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Connor Ford tidak ragu menantang kobaran api untuk menyelamatkan wanita yang dicintainya.
Tapi ia tak mungkin memiliki wanita itu.Sebab Julia Bishop adalah pacar Sang Penerjun (The
Smoke Jumper) Ed Tully, sahabat Connor dan rekannya sesama smoke jumper-pemadam
kebakaran hutan. Julia mencintai keduanya-sampai tragedi kebakaran di Sungai Snake di
daerah Montana memaksanya memilih salah satu dari dua pria itu sehingga meninggalkan luka
batin bagi ketiganya.Ketiganya semakin menjauh, tapi nasib terus menautkan jalan hidup
mereka. Tak peduli seberapa jauh mereka berpisah atau seberapa besar cobaan yang mereka
hadapi, persahabatan mereka tidak bisa putus begitu saja...
Diana had learn the pony Whisperer and purchased Nicholas Evans' succeeding books on a
bookshop day trip that seems like eons ago. Remembering how a lot she had sung the praises
of the pony Whisperer, I gave Evans' 3rd a go--and was once no longer upset within the
slightest. i am presently operating via authors on my shelf from Z backwards (having simply
accomplished a circuit within the different course after which reversing it to make my as far back
as the Es). i attempt to be hugely selective with what I learn at a given point. i do not achieve for
the challenging stuff until i think as much as it. Having simply tackled an 840 web page book, I
wasn't certain what i used to be considering in attaining for a 560 web page book, Sang
Penerjun (The Smoke Jumper) yet it isn't the length, after all, that I could be contemplating
besides yet relatively the breadth of the thing. Diana's a Jane Austen fan. I learn Persuasion
and hated it, could not keep it up at all, and therefore my reservations approximately this one
will be that i might locate Evans equally impenetrable and over my head. Austen and her ilk
make me think like an idiot. Evans, however, could not were extra different. I know, of course,
there's no foundation for comparability among Victorian literature and glossy fiction, yet i
assumed possibly there will be crossover components uniquely adapted to Diana and her ebook club's tastes, and that i do not like books that require me to diagram a sentence so that it
will take pleasure in them. Evans doesn't. Yes, his fiction is wealthy and textured, yet God bless
him, he is an everyman with a soul. i have never learn the pony Whisperer, yet Redford should
have obtained it correct as the heroism and stalwartness of his male characters and the hardy
metal of his adult females are on show simply as a lot right here as within the film. this can be
romance in a natural sense. light spoilers may perhaps await, so beware. He layers his
characters with integrity and heart, even of their weakest moments, resembling the sessions of
self-pity skilled via Ed after his fall, and particularly as Julia and Connor conflict the urge inside
to requite their forbidden love. the best suspense usually comes from even if characters are
going to do the perfect thing, and what lifts Evans' romance above the pornographic swill mostly
labeled as such is they usually do, even though there are costs to pay and sacrifices to make
that could price them their lives. As a Christian, i will be able to see those humans being
referred to as to account for his or her activities and being recommended for them. that's
romantic to me. Yes, the gratification comes, and boy is it ever delayed! yet it truly is not on time
for all of the correct reasons, and by the point you achieve it, you are so swept up within the mix
of tragedy and suspense it is taken to get there that Evans can pretty well do no matter what he
wishes with you. His ebook is clearly well-researched within the issues of smoke jumping,

mountain fires, parachutes, photojournalism, and up to date African background and Sang
Penerjun (The Smoke Jumper) political, yet he does not exhibit it off, like going into a few
tangential bankruptcy to give an explanation for what all these things is. it truly is inter-woven as
wanted Sang Penerjun (The Smoke Jumper) within the tale however it by no means subverts it
in order that by no means as soon as will we lose music of the characters we have now shortly
fallen in love with. there is a little bit of Ed, Connor, and Julia in we all at various issues in our
lives, and our hearts bleed and Sang Penerjun (The Smoke Jumper) holiday for them. i might
enterprise to assert there is a little bit of Skye in us, too, and how the ebook unearths
redemption for her and Julia's event along with her will without doubt convey tears in your eyes.
learn this after which proportion it Sang Penerjun (The Smoke Jumper) with the single you love.
Make her or him learn it, too, anything I plan on doing with Diana. after which hit the hay and
thank God you have made it accurately together. yet another thing: There are intercourse
scenes during this book, and the 1st one virtually ruined my ideal score, however the moment
one purposely redeems it. i do not like intercourse scenes have been everyone is simply
throwing the f-word at every one other, no longer simply because i am a prude yet since it is
heavily unromantic. Well, it was once meant to be a bit off-putting, and that i commend Evans
for having the arrogance in himself to make it correct by way of the end.
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